The Utter Bullsh*t of Elon Musk
By E&E Research Center – Los Angeles
Elon Musk says that he wants all of the NASA and Department of Defense taxpayer cash in order to
build A Utopian City of Joy on Mars.
He lies.
He is only using SpaceX to build and launch spy satellites to spy on citizens and deliver fake news and
data harvesting to the world. He makes these BS pronouncements about impossible Martian cities in
order to smoke-screen his crony cash grabs. He blinds you with his BS while he robs your paycheck.
Part of your pay check deduction pays for Elon Musk’s sex workers and private jets.
He floods the internet with artist renderings and hippie “Master Plans” of a sex-infused Burning-Manon-Mars hype. At the same time, what he is actually doing is launching the deadliest, most privacyabusing, data-harvesting devices humankind has ever known, into space.
SpaceX is where the dirty political tricksters of In-Q-Tel work. SpaceX is where the muder-and-heroinfor-sale online site: Silk Road, was launched. SpaceX is the company that has had lots of rockets blowup. SpaceX is who is getting sued by their engineer for lying about safety. SpaceX is a BAD THING!
Musk always presents his pitch as if he wanted you to help him make pixie dust and fuzzy socks for
disabled Magic Fairies in the Golden Forest of Dreams!
Who wouldn’t want to help with that!?
His self-promoting ego-masturbation TED Talks are designed to present a Wizard of Oz load of crap
that will bring the suckers running and dull the sensibilities of the casual observer. Musk is the fraud
behind the curtain.
Imagine! By even listening to Elon Musk and his friends you can help save the Fairies!
Musk looks like a fresh-scrubbed frat house boy with an easy smile. Some want us to recall that many
sociopaths looked just like Elon Musk. They use their looks to disarm you just before they cut your
throat.
He uses a political tactic best described as the “Fluffy Pillow Filled With Sharp Nails” approach.
He couches political crony-ism cash grabs in a soft facade of warm, fuzzy, crunchy-granola, singing
bird, sunshine-talk in order to lure the voters and stupider politicians into a dulled somnambulism.
“Look!”, he says “… it’s just a fuzzy puppy. We all love fuzzy puppies. Move along, nothing to see
here..”

The “fuzzy puppy” is actually a Halloween puppy costume draped over a three-headed cancer-ridden
monster. The “fluffy pillow” is filled with broken glass and poisoned nails that will cut you to shreds.
Musk uses FACADES to hide his dirty, criminally corrupt schemes.
Musk partners with people like David Plouffe. Plouffe delivers cash and power through the dirtiest anal
crevasses of the political system.
Musk’s (now dead) SolarCity was a scam to exploit his poisonous exploding batteries and get free
government cash. It had nothing to do with “saving the planet.” It was entirely about exploiting free
government cash that he arranged with Obama in exchange for political campaigning. Tesla Motors is
the same thing. All of the lawsuits against him from his ex-wives, ex-partners, ex-employees, ex
-suppliers, ex-investors and the families of the dead victims of Tesla, clearly expose Musk as a fraud
and an asshole!
Musk and his crony’s are who helped Obama turn the U.S. Department of Energy into a private slushfund to pay back Obama’s campaign financiers. Musk and Plouffe came up with the scam: “...We can
say it’s green and the voters will never ask questions as we suck the Treasury dry...”
The entire “Green”, “Cleantech” “Climate Tech” Solyndra and Cleantech Crash ruckus was scam
dreamed up by these scumbags to funnel cash to Silicon Valley Billionaires. They need to be in federal
prison and not on YouTube giving TED Talks.
Don’t be a sucker and a tool by buying into Musk’s BS.
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